Emergency Orthopedics: The Extremities
Synopsis

Fractured ankles... dislocated shoulders... tennis elbow... bursitis. EMERGENCY ORTHOPEDICS: The Extremities, 4th Edition, covers virtually every musculoskeletal injury and disorder you'll encounter in practice, and gives you concise, complete information on how to diagnose and manage each case. In this comprehensive, hands-on resource, you'll have instant access to virtually everything you should know about mechanisms of injury, treatment and complications with regard to the extremities. Hundreds of detailed line drawings and informative radiographs simplify diagnosis and enhance understanding of vital emergency procedures.
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Customer Reviews

"This work represents a most important contribution to the field of emergency medicine." "...very strongly recommend its use to all physicians caring for patients with musculoskeletal trauma and especially for those in urgent care and emergency room facilities. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book." (Doody's 2001-01-01)

Professor and Chairman, Department of Emergency Medicine, Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois

I use this book quite regularly in my Emergency Medicine practice. I work in a small ER that often has no orthopedic coverage and do all my own reductions and splinting anyway. The book is
concise, with good drawings/pictures. It definitely guides fracture management for those patients I am not 100% sure what to do.

Excellent resource. I have already used it in my practice. I work in the ER so it helps to ensure that I am performing the right techniques and making proper referrals.

I am a PA in an ED and this book is invaluable, although I did an ortho rotation this book gives the current thoughts/treatment modalities for injuries. I have found that it deliniates what needs surgery now vs. in the near future or what can be splinted and follow up. (That is always the tough thing to figure out without experience.) This is an easy read and great from the beginning up to advanced ortho. It is well organized and goes by sections of the extremities (upper arm vs lower arm, hands then fingers). It has helpful sections on MRI, CT and other basic radiology studies for ortho purposes. Well worth the money!

While caring for an active population, I find this book invaluable. The organization is excellent and easy to reference. Concise diagnostic modalities and treatment protocols that are up to date and practical. Many illustrations and diagrams to aid in the diagnosis and treatment. Overall an excellent reference guide for any primary care provider.

this is a great reference for the ed. there are good descriptors and pictures. it should be kept in the ed for anyone to review.
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